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Winterdodt's OSRS is a mini-game style boss that you actually win using skills rather than fight. It was released on September 8, 2016. This mini-boss is located in the North Tundra in Great Courend. This requires a level 50 firemaking to start, and is usually easier to train on with lower levels of hitpoints. The official worlds play Wintertodt are 307, 309, 311 and 389. How to get to
Winterthod? Wintertodt is located north of Wintertodt Camp in the northern part of Arseuus in Greater Courend. If you've already taken a Veos ship to Great Courend once, you can just use a game necklace to teleport directly to the camp. Alternatively, you can use the code of the fairy ring C I S and go northwest to the snowy area. The Games Necklace teleport is much closer
and should be used to access the area if possible. Wintertodt XP Prices is that it's boss to fight instead of traditional firemaking training, the XP stakes are completely different. You will be given a big REWARD XP after the boss is defeated, it is calculated with the basic formula (100 - fire safety level). For example, if your fire level is 83, you will be given 8.3K XP after the boss is
defeated. You will also get the experience for each log or the acceleration you put in the burner during the mini-game. This uses a formula similar to the reward for experience at the end of the fight. This means that your experience will scale as you continue to level up. Typically, this is what you can expect: Level 50: 150,000 EXP/hr Levels 90 : 300,000 EXP/HR How long does
Wintertodt kill? The timing of Wintertodt's murder will vary depending on how many players are active in your world. Typically, this mini-game lasts about 3 minutes, and the intermission between games is about 30 seconds to one minute. Wintertodt Warm Clothes Gear Before you start participating, you will need to get your hands on at least four pieces of warm clothes to protect
you from the cold during a mini-game. There are many different options to choose from, but I personally recommend these four items: Fire Tiara Fremennik Gloves Personnel Fire Polar Camo Top All these items can be equipped without any skills, quest or mini-game requirements. They are also cheap and easy to buy on the Big Exchange. If you're an ironman, you can get a four-
piece Clue Hunter outfit with no skills or quest requirements. It will take some time to travel around the game digging up pieces, but it's well worth it if you're going to train at Windertodt early on in your account. Eventually during the game, you will get broom torch and pieces of Pyromancer outfit, which will also act as warm clothes for the mini-game. Wintertodt Guide Now that you
know what Windertodt is and how to get there, let's in the actual mini-game. Items Needed Best Axe for You Level Tinderbox Knife (Only If Fletching) Hammer Warm Warm Warm Food (I.E - Sarah brews, wines, cakes) Once in the room, there are 4 different braziers in which you can light. It is recommended to ignite as much as you can before the game to optimize the hourly
firefighter betting experience. In order to contribute to your team, you have to cut Bruma roots that can be found on the walls near Brazier. The best place to cut these roots is on the southwest side of the room, which will deflect snowfall attacks simply because there is not enough room for it to fall. Once your inventory is full, you use the logs you get from the roots on Brazier to
gain a large amount of firemaking experience. You can also use your knife on the roots to make kindling, this will also ensure you don't get hit from falling snow. However, fletching these roots is a little slower than the fire experience. So if you're in it for XP and don't mind losing some HP, I highly recommend just using the logs on Brazier. Once in the actual arena, you will not take
damage from the snow. However you will take the damage from it too cold! Every 10-20 seconds it will hurt you a bit. Sometimes, when using braziers they will break - also damaging yourself and those around you to know. You will stop burning the logs on the roaster though, if you're cutting Bruma roots you won't stop cutting once you hit. Be careful with AFKing! Healing
Piromanzer In order to make the brazier work as needed, pyromancer works he must be alive and well. You will see on the interface in the top left corner a red magic hat, indicating that the pyromanth is dead and needs healing. Only one player has to heal the pyromaniac, so as long as you are in the official you have to be fine. However, to heal it you just look for a box for
unfinished rejuvenation potion, then grab Broome's grass from the sprouting roots nearby and follow that by using it on an unfinished potion. Every dose you use on Pyromancer heals its 5 damages. You can heal it up to 20. If you're still after the top hourly EXP speed for Firemaking, don't worry about healing Pyromancer. Wintertodt Point System Logs → Brazer: 10 Points Kindling
→ Brazier: 25 Points Repair → Brazier: 25 Light Points → Brazier: 25 Points Healing → Pyro: 30 Points Every 500 Points and One Award Box After Boss Died. You can get up to 27 power boxes from one game. Approaching another box increases the potential of falling that drawer, meaning that you can get extra rewards on the next box. You'll accrue more Wintertodt points
using kindling on Brazier rather than magazines, but it's much less AFK. Wintertodt Rewards Rewards can be stored in a jar, but they don't add up. Crate Rare Awards Dragon Axe: 1/10,000 Phoenix: 1/5,000 Tom Fire: 1/1000 Any Piro piece: 1/150 (per piece) piece) Crate Rewards You will get various resources as a reward from your boxes. These rewards scale with your levels
in appropriate skills (i.e. a higher level of agriculture will result in a higher level of seeds). You can get the following types of resources: Ores Herbs Seeds Raw Fish Coins Saltpetre Limestone Essence Dynamite Burnt Pages It is a dangerous activity. After death, all unprotected items will be transferred to the grave. Hardcore Ironmen will lose its status and all items stored in any
product search service will be removed. This article has a strategy guide here. All information about mechanics and strategy will be on this page. Official Worlds for Wintertodt Worlds 307, 309, 389 and 311 (P2P). Wintertodt is a mini-game style boss who fought using skills rather than fighting. It is located in the northern tundra in the Great Kurenda, bringing a storm of eternal
winter and unfathomable cold. According to the watcher, it is unclear what Wintertodt really is, but its ability to change the weather to extremely low temperatures has earned fame among the people of the Great Kurend. Players must help the Pyromance, a special group of Arceuus magicians, keep Wintertodt at bay. As servants of the sacred flame, only they know the spells
needed to subdue Wintertott, so they rely heavily on the protection of the Great Courend. Although their magical abilities are extraordinary, their skills in other areas are limited and thus require help from skilled adventurers. In order to help conquer Wintertodt, players must have at least a level of 50 in Firemaking. Favor with any of the cities of the Great Kurend is not required. Skill
levels in Herblore, Fletching, Woodcutting and Construction do not affect the speed of their related activities at all, but having higher levels provides more experience (see Experience Betting). Wintertott is considered the boss, not a mini-game, and it is not safe to die here. Normal rules for losing items apply, and hardcore Ironmen will lose their hardcore status if they die here.
Jagex concept art about Wintertodt. Dinh's doors continue to seal the Winter Beast to this day. While it is not clear what Wintertodt is, there are several theories of different people in the Wintertodt camp. Ignisia believes that this evil spirit, ish Navigator believes that he felt the power of the Dark Altar and attacked the Great Kurend to look for him, while Undor believes that it is a
powerful spirit of fire. During the 2nd decade (1400 years ago), Wintertott (then known as the Winter Beast) devastated the land north of Kurend, forcing them to experience eternal winter, with livestock and freezing crops. He continued to devastate the northern tundra for another three decades, while attempting the Great to subdue him unsuccessfully. At 1778 - 5 (1360 years)
years) Fearing that the Winter Beast might eventually devastate the kingdom, Lord Arceuus I ordered the construction of the Arceuus Library, filled with texts, documents and studies from all cities, to preserve the history of the Great Kurend. Meanwhile, the most important texts were stored in the Library of the Historical Archives, a repurposed chamber of the Magic Tower, for
further study and additional protection. On 1748 - 7 (1340 years ago), the master Lovakengj blacksmith named Dinh creates a plan to defeat the Winter Beast. Meeting with the Order of the Sacred Fire, Dinh believed that the roots of the Broome tree, a magical tree in the heart of the Northern Tundra, could radiate the warmth needed to subdue the Winter Beast. Digne proposed
to build a large prison, which will lure the beast, and to seal it with a large set of doors from various materials, including lorakite and bark of the wood of Broome, with the charms placed by the Order. When Lord Lovakange II approved these plans, the construction of the prison was completed 800 days later, with the known victims of sixteen members of the Order and two scouts.
At 2,548 - 7, after five decades, the winter beast was successfully imprisoned and sealed behind the doors of Dinh, with Lord Lovakengj II announcing the day as the end of winter. More than a thousand years later, the Doors began to fail due to damage to someone or something, creating a small hole in the doorway. Because of this, Wintertott was drawing a small amount of
power to prison. This hole is fixed by Undor during The Forsaken Tower after it was given a Ding hammer. Despite this, the doors have already been damaged during the time that Wintertdt has already received a lot of energy, and Undor believes that it will be many years before everything normalizes. Fighting Wintertodt (editing by source) Players battle Wintertodt. Wintertodt
cannot be attacked by conventional warfare; Instead, players should help pyromaniacs drain their energy by supporting the roasters around the prison. To do this, players must chop the roots of the Broome tree, found next to the roasters to get the roots of the broom, if desired, smear them with a knife in a more powerful belly of ignition, and then add them to the roaster. At the
entrance to Dinh's door, players can take materials provided by pyromancers from boxes: bronze axes, hammers, knives, tinderboxes, and unfinished rejuvenation potions. Wintertodt will periodically cause players to take damage due to its seeping cold and sometimes send blizzards that damage all players in their vicinity and can also damage pyromaniaces and destroy the
roasters. Players can repair destroyed roasters with a hammer. Pyromancers are not in great health and are usually incapacitated after taking three hits from Wintertodt. If the pyromancer drops to 0 health, he will not be able to Wintertodt, and once the roaster comes out it can't be relit until the players heal the pyromancer. They can be healed by giving them a dose of rejuvenation
potion. The potion is made using broom grass, found by collecting sprouting roots to the east and west of the prison, on the rejuvenation of the potion (unf), which is in boxes at the entrance to the doors of Dinh. Completion of the Druid ritual is required to select the grass and create a potion. Damaging Wintertodt (editing source) Wintertodt will be weakened by the force of the
flames of the bruma, which is directed by pyromaniac. Therefore, it is important to keep the roaster lit and the pyromaniac in good condition throughout the fight. The roasters can be lit by tinderbox or bruma torch, after which the flame should get fueled by adding bruma roots or bruma rousing. The roots of bruma can be obtained by grinding the roots of the broom, which are
located close to each roaster. Players can choose to fletch broom roots in bruma kindling. It will require a knife. Wintertodt attacks sometimes damage the roaster and pyromanzer. When broken, the roaster can be repaired with a hammer. In the absence of a pyromanth, the pyromanth can be healed with a potion for rejuvenation. Wintertodt's Attacks (edited editing source)
Wintertdt uses three different types of attacks during combat: Standard Attack - All individual players will take periodic, mostly accidental damage. This damage is usually taken about every 10-20 seconds, but can rarely hit several times in a row relatively quickly, making it difficult to heal without sufficient power. The frequency of this attack decreases if at least three roasters are
saved, and if the remaining wintertod energy is lower. Brazier Attack - Braziers will collapse when clusters of snow fall on them. A player standing next to a roaster when it collapses will take the same amount of damage as if the snow fell on them. Area of Attack - Snow will sometimes fall in random 3x3 spaces that can be easily avoided by watching clusters of falling snowflakes. If
not avoided, it will deal with about twice the damage caused by the periodic effect. If the snow falls on the roaster, it will break down; If it falls on the pyromaniac, they will take damage. The damage is done based on the player's overall hitpoints and fire levels, and drops dramatically while wearing warm clothing to a minimum of about 10-15% of the player's Hitpoints level. The
following formulas can be used to determine the amount of damage caused, Rounded down: 10 Attack Type Formula Standard Attack (16 - W - 2 B) (H P 1) F M frac (16-W-2B) (HP 1) FM Brazier Attack 2 (10 - W) (H P 1 Display Style 2frac (10-W) (HP-1) Attack Area 3 (10 x W) (H P 1 ) F displaystyle 3 frac (10-W) (HP 1) FM FM HP level - Base points hit points From warm items to
wear, where the maximum value is 4 B - The amount of roaster burns where the maximum value of 3 Wintertodt Damage Calculator on OSRS Wiki HUD 'edit source' When entering the Wintertodt area, HUD will appear in the top left of the screen. There are several icons on HUD: Unlit Fire - the roaster has not yet been lit. Lit fire - the roaster was lit. Kraft badge - the roaster has
been damaged and needs repair. The red magic hat is a pyromaniac in that the roaster was incapacitated and should be healed. Rewards (edited by editing source) Rewards for victory over Wintertodt are based on the player's bonus points received throughout the fight. Players must score at least 500 points to be rewarded for their efforts. The award will consist of a supply
drawer and fire industry experience (100x level player in Firemaking). The box with a reserve will give at least two looted on the table awards. Points above the minimum of 500 will go on additional reward rolls. A guaranteed extra shot is given for every 500 points. Points below this threshold will give a chance (points)/500-100%) additional roll reward. Players receive experience
and reward scores based on the actions they perform during combat. The following activities provide reward points: Activity Skills involved Points Lighting Roaster 25 Adding Bruma Roots Roaster / 10 Adding Bruma liquefaction in the roaster / / 25 Repair destroyed roasters 25 Healing pyromaniac / 30 Experience rates edit source level Xp/h level Xp/h 50 161k 50 10k 60 193k 60
120 12k 70 226k 70 15k 80 258k 80 17k 90 290k 90 19k 99 320k 99 21k Skills Activities that promote Wintertodt grant skill matching skill according to the following list: Table on the right indicates expected hourly performance indicators with high concentration and no fletching. The player will have to conquer Wintertodt about 670 times to reach 99 Firemaking using bruma kindling
(based on the player earning 800 points per kill). How to get there, edit the source of the editing1.) (Red) Location of teleportation on the necklace of game 2.) (yellow) Walking route from the Ring Fairy CIS there are two main ways to travel to Wintertodt. These options, ordered from fast to slow, are: Players can get to camp through a game necklace, provided they've already
taken the Veos ship to Great Courend once. In addition, players can also use the code of the fairytale ring CIS (after paying 80,000 coins of the Tross) and walk west along the way. Requirements Edit Source Strategies (edit source editing) Main article: Wintertodt/Strategies Warm Clothing (edited source editing) Home article: Wintertodt/Warm clothing Throughout the fight, the
player will be periodic passive damage as the cold Wintertodt begins to dig into their bones. This passive damage scales up to Depending on the amount of hitpoints the player and the levels of firemaking, as well as the number of roasters that are currently lit. Wearing warm or winter equipment will reduce the damage. At least four of these warm items must be equipped to obtain
the best possible protection. Ironmen can use key hunter gear and fire personnel until they purchase parts of the pyromancer outfit. Rewards Edit Source Editing Main article: Supply box Success under Wintertodt will reward players with fire experience (Fire level No. 100), as well as a delivery box that is received by earning at least 500 points during the fight. The box will initially
have two rewards inside. Every 500 extra points guarantee an additional reward. Additional points for each threshold of 500 give an increased percentage chance for additional remuneration. For example, 750 points would guarantee 2 rewards, plus a 50% chance of receiving a third reward. The player's skill level will determine the rewards the player receives. High aligned players
will receive rarer materials, with lower aligned materials becoming less common, the higher the level of player in this skill. At the highest point, low level level materials are removed from the drop table. While players with low levels of these skills can get rare materials, the rate of fall is very low. According to Mod Ash, grass, ore, fish, uncircumcised pearl, seed drops and logs are
based on levels of Herblore, Mining, Fishing, Crafting, Farming and Woodcutting respectively. Music unlocked (edited editing source) Trivia (edited editing source) After the release, the Wintertodt table was much more profitable and was changed a few days after the release. Wintertodt's fall table is soon nerfed but again because of the player feedback on its still generous reward
table, mainly in seeds such as the ranarr (whose increased offer resulted in them crashing costs). The new drops began to be based on the player's skill levels, which were associated with the elements. Wintertodt has a face as noted in the GIF. When you look at Dinh's doors, he'll say, Hold the door!. This is a reference to the S06E05 Door from the HBO show Game of Thrones.
Wintertodt was created by mods Ed, Maz, West and Ian. Captain Kalt, RuneScape Old School. Ignisia claims that it is some evil spirit. Ish Navigator, Old School RuneScape. Wintertodt felt the power of the Dark Altar and wanted to absorb it for himself. They say it's some kind of powerful spirit of fire. - Official Construction Order, Old RuneScape School. It is with this in mind that I,
Lord Arceou, the ruler of the Great Courend, thus order the construction of the library. filled with texts, documents and research from all over the Great Kurend. The library should be built in Areu, and fascinated by spells from our greatest magicians to protect the contents from evil. - Winter End, Old School RuneScape. Dean built the doors to the prison from various metal
compounds including Lovakite, but they must be reinforced by the Bark of Broome and fascinated by the Order. - Winter End, Old School RuneScape. Hail! Our mission was successful, the Beast was restrained! The Broome tree burns brightly in the night sky, warming the northern tundra and restraining the beast. It's not much, but it's enough for Wintertodt to be able to bring
some power to prison. Probably why they fiery a lot has had a lot of trouble lately. - Undor, Old School RuneScape. The doors were damaged for a while, and Wintertodt would have gained a lot of power. - Undor, RuneScape Old School. Despite the fact that the doors are fixed now, it will take many years before everything returns to normal. Maud Ed's Twitter account. May 29,
2017. (Archive from the original may 30, 2020.) Maud Ed: As requested, here's how the damage is calculated in Wintertodt. Jagex. Fashion Ash's Twitter account. October 15, 2018. (Archive from the original may 30, 2020.) Jagex. Fashion Ash's Twitter account. August 6, 2020. (Archive from the original dated August 10, 2020.) Maud Ash: Hey, who worked on Wintertodt? maude
Ed, perhaps with the help of Mod Maz. GFX is probably Maud West. The song Ice and Fire by Ian's Fashion. Jan.
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